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PSEA Hears Advice from Student Teachers

On Monday, January tenth the seniors of the PSER and other interested students heard an address of teaching from the best possible source—the student teachers. Delivered by Linda Darnell, the panel consisted of Janet Schaffer, Marilyn Calkins, Jean Carty, Mary Auer, Arlene Frank, and Adeline DeMaggio. Each student teacher tried to tell the group what teaching means to them through her own experiences. A particular problem discussed at length was that of discipline. The consensus was that it is better to be strict in the beginning than to be a friend to one's students. As for the teaching of math in particular, fast and discretion was advocated. Various teaching methods were discussed. Also, judging individual incidents. All agreed that their students were critical of them as are three-dozen members of the faculty. However, the panel also pointed out that it was all mentioned that this is one thing that can never be wholly altered. Additional research was needed.

Alumni Centennial Corner

Dear SUNNYBROOK,

This week's corner would like to address an important function of an Alumni Association, the fund raiser. As you have already been informed, the Alumni Association will be holding its annual alumni fund raiser on May 23rd to bring the total for the year to $17,500.00. The representation of the class of 1947 will be protected to show their pride in their alma mater.

Yours sincerely,

J. W. Dicken

Dr. Davidon—What he told.

Dr. Davidon feels that the PSEA, despite its vast activity of the liberal fund in Penn State, should continue to give a status of U.S. presently moving away from the idea of the existence of the Non-Violent Action Group. For example, the Non-Violent Action Group was formed by the 1965 Peace Corps. But the idea of the Non-Violent Action Group was a response to the idea of the U.S. government.
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The weekly is a student-supported publication which exists to inform and give pleasure to Ursinus students, faculty, administration, alumni, and parents. Although there is a great deal of personal satisfaction connected with working for the paper there is also a measure of frustration and defeat when we realize that many of the students do not even know that their paper exists. This is not to indicate that we are anti-Greek, but we sometimes wonder how many people actually do peruse the pages of our paper, read the paper and we just don't know about it.

This brings us to our main point. There has been a definite want of letters to the editor. In speculating about this want, the tendency is to blame the students for not being sufficiently bold in stimulating the minds of our readers enough so that they feel a desire to respond by writing a letter. Glancing over the last edition, there was a tremendous variety of topics, often on controversial subjects. This being the case, the fault lies not with us, the contributors, but with you, the reader.
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From the above, it is not a direct plea that “names will be withheld upon request” should be adequate assurance for those who hesitate to write because of fear of personal repercussions.

It was not stated that this want of letters is a direct result of an absence of anything interesting in the paper. It was suggested that the students, upon request-S2.75 in question-we are willing to publish essays, reports, etc. If this were an adequate assurance for those who hesitate to write because of fear of personal repercussions.

The destruction of the old building on the campus, there were many who wanted it to be taken down, and it was not just sentimental. Freehold is the oldest and finest building on the campus. This is where all the money was spent on the building. Modern materials make it possible to build in a short time. But the size of the building, the supply of labor was about the same at the time as the building that the students could be moved to. If the:size of the building was not increased, then it would be rather small for at least a week.

All of this could be done for the same amount of money as the old building would cost. The actual cost of the new building is now total. It is not at all a practical alternative. If we could get a new building, we could not possibly get a new building, we could not possibly get a new building.

No, of course we do not wish to remove the old building, we do not wish to remove the old building, we do not wish to remove the old building. For example, the building for the design of the building which the students could be moved to. This is not at all a practical alternative. If we could get a new building, we could not possibly get a new building, we could not possibly get a new building.

In 1939, seven Ursinus College students felt the need to organize an honor society which honors those students who have excelled not only in scholarship, but also in character and their participation in extra-curricular activities. Therefore, a tradition was established in the honor society.
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Paw Prints
by Fritz Lachi

It might be a good idea for Ursinus athletic director Everett Bailey to consider scheduling more afternoon basketball games in future seasons.

Saturday the Bear five played one of its infrequent daytime contests and emerged from it with a rather stunning 103-58 triumph over defending MAC champion Dickinson.

The Bruins’ performance was undoubtedly one of the finest in recent Ursinus court history. Led as usual by captain Barry Troster (41 points for a career high, plus 16 rebounds), the home club stomped a powerful and heavily-favored Carlisle squad, which played a respectable game in its own right.

With a wonderful team effort, the Bears boosted their overall record to a fairly impressive 6-3 (their league slate is only 3-3, however).

Although chances for a first-place finish appear very remote since Haverford remains undefeated, a continuing effort by Ursinus could conceivably net it a spot in the MAC post-season playoffs.

Tonight the Bruins will face probably their toughest remaining opponent of the year— the big, rugged Drexel club of Sam Cozen. Drexel, incidentally, is capable of such a streak.

The Bruins’ winning streak, at 10 games, is remote since Haverford remains undefeated, a continuing daytime contest and emerged from it with a rather stunning victory over West Chester.

The Intransitual Corner
by Bob Randmon

The Intransitual Volleyball season is finally coming to a close. There are only five more games to be played before the conference assignments are held. The games this week were as follows: Fir-croft over Drexel, ZMA over ZMA, Mount Holyoke over Bryn Mawr and AEP over Beta Sig. Brodhead over Sig Rho and Molby Kings over APO.

This brings the ZMA over a place in the final championships. Five games still have to be played before their opponent can be named. ZMA has won the Varsity ball tournament for the past few years, but some seem to think that they will not win it this year. The Molby Kings appear to be the strongest contender for the title. If they do not win it, it will be the Molby Kings against ZMA in the final game.

Intransitual Basketball will be gone shortly after we return from vacation season. Teams will be asked to please contact Bob Randmon of their intentions to play. So far, two teams have turned up. The tentative deadline for signing up for basketball is Friday, the 26th of January.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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SHIRTS—A Specialty
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WILKIE Apothecary
130 Main St.
Order Your Uniform Jacket Here

FRANK JONES
Sporting Goods Store
282 Main St., Norristown, Pa.
Order Your Uniform Jacket Here

ALAN BINGGS
Campus Representatives

Thoughts is the major ingredient in this Pot of Mutual Job

This college graduate likes to, and likes the kind of complicated problem that appeals to his logic and imagination. His job is to take a problem, analyze it and come to his solution, with the use of our computers; helps us service our policymakers faster than ever before imagined possible. This work does not come easily. It takes a variety of educed and imaginative talent to do it. How about you? Do you know anything about computers—programming, systems analysis? Maybe not. But if you welcome a challenge and like to think, you should be interested in a career in computer science.
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Schrader’s Atlantic Station
400 Main St., Collegeville, Pa.
Official Inspection Station
A. W. Zimmerman
-Jeweler-
COLLEGIATEVILLE

The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company
Independence Square • Philadelphia
PENN MUTUAL

Wrestlers Strangle H'ford, Albright
Shoot Out Fords 37-0, Drop Albright 20-9

By Larry Wellkommen
A career-high 41-point effort by Captain Barry Troster paced Ursinus again jumped over Albright in the latest MAC round, winning the 20-9 decision over the round.

Troster Leads Bears Over Dickinson
UC Bounces Back
After Losing to H’ford

By Larry Wellkommen
Early in the second half, the Bears forced Captain Barry Troster paced Ursinus again jumped over Albright in the latest MAC round, winning the 20-9 decision over the round.
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Are Students Destined Not to Destroy?

Boys Will Be Boys Sometimes, Though

Usinus students, like Mary Poppins, seem to be practically perfect. The WEEKLY recently talked to Dr. Evan Snyder and Dr. Roger Steiger to find out how much equipment gets broken in the student laboratories. The professors agreed that our students are rather careful, and not much gets broken.

Dr. Steiger began by saying, "I am happy with student behavior in the labs. In fact, we have never had a case of malicious destruction of equipment." That is a pretty strong statement, and it becomes even more impressive when Dr. Snyder correlates it: "So far as I can remember, we have never had any damage to analytical equipment." He then added that "This is something which has been going on for a long time. The old dorms were open and the sisters were around in the dorm. We had trouble with that, but now we do not."

Will that trend continue? Perhaps.

"It's been pretty good," said Dr. Snyder.

"I think this year there has been a tremendous amount of damage," countered Dr. Steiger.
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